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FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“A TIME OF TRANSITION”
26 March 2015 (03-2015)
Spring is finally in the air, and those of us

PACT, will be extended for up to 12 months

support as a Board Member and immediate

at the Conference of Defence Associations

until 30 March 2016. It will also feature an

past President.

and CDA Institute head office in Ottawa are

expanded mandate to authorize the use of

appreciating that the temperature needle

military assets – e.g., the six CF-18s aircraft

is starting to move above zero Celsius! The

currently operating in this theatre – to attack

remnants of a very cold winter can still oc-

ISIL targets in Syrian territory. Canadian

casionally make an appearance during the

special operation forces will continue to

evenings. It is certainly a time of transition,

serve in an advisory and assistance role on

and not only limited to the seasons.

the ground in Iraq.

Organizations and companies must, after

More unknown is whether Canada’s special

tional Security Policy at National Defence

all, contend with the new fiscal year during

forces helping to train Kurdish Peshmerga

Headquarters. I look forward to working

this season. So too must the Government

fighters on the ground will retain their cur-

closely with Major-General Gosselin as we

of Canada, eventually – even if continuing

rent mandate, especially in light of the un-

continue the transition of the CDA Institute

volatility in oil prices and uncertainty about

fortunate friendly fire incident that claimed

as the pre-eminent Canadian go-to ‘inde-

resulting tax revenues has led the govern-

the life of Sgt. Andrew Joseph Doiron from

pendent and informed’ Security and De-

ment to the unusual step of delaying the

the Canadian Special Operations Regiment,

fence Think-Tank. The ongoing governance

budget until after the start of the fiscal year

representing Canada’s first fatality from this

review work of two of our CDA Institute

in April.

mission.

Board Members, LGen Michel Gauthier

Canada’s government also faces transitions

The CDA Institute is also contending with

on other fronts at this moment. The govern-

its own period of transition. General Ray

ment recently announced the extension and

Henault (Ret’d), who has supported our

expansion of Canada’s military contribution

activities so tirelessly during his tenure,

to coalition operations to Iraq, originally set

will be retiring from his three-year term as

We must also say farewell to another long-

to expire in early April.

President. His steadfast presence here will

standing stalwart of the CDA Institute –

certainly be missed, though we are fortunate

Peter Forsberg, who as our Public Affairs

to be able to still count on his continued

Officer and Editor of ON TRACK has been

Canada’s military mission, Operation IM-
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We are also very fortunate to be able to
have as his successor Major-General Daniel
Gosselin (Ret’d), who comes to us after a
distinguished career in the Canadian Armed
Forces – including most recently Commander of the Canadian Defence Academy
and before that Director-General, Interna-

(Ret’d) and Louise Mercier, will undoubtedly
strengthen this effort, along with the crucial
strategic guidance of the CDA Institute
Board Members and its pivotal committees.
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a fixture of the CDA and

strong team – including Dr. David

CDA Institute for nearly two

McDonough, Denise Lemay (and

decades and can finally take a

her husband David, who volun-

long and very-well deserved

teered a significant amount of his

break at the beginning of

time to transition our offices with

April. We wish him all the

modern IT equipment and LAN),

best for his official retire-

our part-time student analysts -

ment – though he has kindly

Lindsay, Melissa and Andres – who

agreed to help us on an ad

provide invaluable assistance, and of

hoc basis for different special
projects, so don’t be surprised

Outgoing CDA Institute President

Retiring Public Affairs Officer Peter

General Ray Henault (Ret’d)

Forsberg

course our tireless and hardworking
Administration/Public Affairs Manager and Analyst, Meaghan Hobman,

if you see him at our office in

new Editor of On Track, and an outstanding

the coming months!

addition to our small, but highly effective

who has been a bedrock from the day she

team.

joined our team.

Perry, who as our Senior Security and

We are also pleased that Denise Lemay,

With this team in place as of 1 April, I have

Defence Analyst has brought increasing

our Business Development and Program

every confidence that the CDA and the

attention and visibility to the CDA Institute’s

Manager, will be joining us on a full-time

CDA Institute will be able to push forward

research program over the past few years, es-

basis. As the Conference Organizer for the

with an especially rigorous research, publi-

pecially in the area of Procurement. He has

CDA/CDA Institute 2015 Ottawa Confer-

cations, and events program for 2015/2016 –

moved to a new position as Senior Analyst

ence on Security and Defence, Denise took

not least our very Special 25th Anniversary

at the Canadian Defence and Foreign Affairs

upon herself the difficult task of taking

of the Vimy Award to take place at the Vimy

Institute, and we certainly wish him the best

the lead in organizing this premiere event,

Award Reception and Gala Dinner on 6 No-

of luck in his new endeavour.

to great distinction. We look forward to

vember 2015 at the Canadian War Museum.

Also leaving is a more recent fixture, Dave

Yet we are excited to welcome our newest staff member, Dr. David McDonough,
who will be joining us full-time as our new
Research Manager and Senior Editor starting in April. In addition to having worked
at think tanks in Canada and abroad, David

her support for our business development
activities – though don’t be surprised if she
also contributes occasionally to our research
as well, given that Denise also comes with an
MA in strategic studies and a keen interest

Tony Battista

in security and defence.

has also published widely on international

Transition is also an important reminder

security and also served as editor of numer-

that not all change is bad. Despite some

ous books, conference proceedings, paper

difficult staff turnovers and Peter Forsberg’s

series, and blogs – making him particularly

well-deserved retirement, we are fortu-

well-suited to his new role, including as the

nate to have been able to cement a very

CDA/CDA Institute

An exciting year awaits us all!
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INCOMING CDA INSTITUTE PRESIDENT
We are pleased to welcome Major-General

a ten-month assignment as the Senior

Daniel Gosselin (Ret’d) as the incoming CDA

Strategic Advisor to the Chief of the

Institute president beginning 1 April 2015.

Defence Staff, a role he continues to

Daniel Gosselin has over 39 years of experi-

perform occasionally.

ence in the Canadian Armed Forces, having

He holds three post-graduate degrees,

served in several command and staff assign-

in civil engineering, war studies, and

ments.

public administration. He mentors

He enrolled in the CAF as a military
engineer. He retired from the CAF as a
Major-General in 2011, and his last three
tours of service included Commander of
the Canadian Defence Academy, Director
General International Security Policy in the
Policy Group at NDHQ, and Chief of Staff of
the CF Transformation Team in 2005-06. He
is a former Commandant of the Canadian
Forces College. In 2012-2013, he completed

senior officers and executives of the National Security Programme of the Canadian Forces College, and is a sessional
lecturer at both the Canadian Forces
College and the Royal Military College
of Canada. He also occasionally acts as
a consultant on defence governance and
accountability, and civil-military relations
in Canada. He has written articles and book
chapters on command, civil-military relations and defence management.

His most recent article, “Unelected, Unarmed Servants of the State” was published
in the Summer 2014 edition of the Canadian
Military Journal.

NEW RESEARCH MANAGER & SENIOR EDITOR
The CDA Institute’s new Research Manager and

subsequently a SSHRC Post-Doctoral Fellow

Senior Editor Dr. David McDonough will be

at the University of Waterloo and University

joining us on a full-time basis beginning 1 April.

of British Columbia.

David McDonough is a research fellow at

He has published widely on Canadian

Dalhousie University’s Centre for Foreign

strategic policy and international security,

Policy Studies. He previously held positions

including in International Journal, Canadian

at the Canadian Institute of Strategic Stud-

Foreign Policy Journal, RUSI Journal, Journal

ies, Royal Canadian Military Institute, the

of Military and Strategic Studies, Canadian

International Institute for Strategic Studies,

Naval Review, Third World Quarterly, Com-

and the Centre for Security Governance.

parative Strategy, Asian Security, and Calgary

He received his PhD in Political Science

Paper in Military and Strategic Studies. He

in the Post-9/11 World: Strategy, Interests, and

from Dalhousie University in 2011, and was

was the editor of Canada’s National Security

Threats (University of Toronto Press, 2012).

CDA/CDA Institute
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INTERVIEW WITH OUTGOING PRESIDENT
GENERAL RAY HENAULT (RET’D)
Research Manager and Senior Editor David

“give back” some of what I had learned and

highly dedicated and well-motivated leader

McDonough had the pleasure of remotely

experienced in uniform at home and abroad,

with boundless energy, highly effective prin-

interviewing outgoing CDA Institute President

both to the CDA Institute and to the broader

ciples of management and refined interper-

General Ray Henault (Ret’d) about his time at

Security and Defence community. As a result,

sonal skills. He was fully up to the task and

the Institute.

I proudly became the President of the CDA

has built upon previous efforts to achieve

Institute in February 2012, after that year’s

great success in many areas, including that

Ottawa Conference on Security and Defence.

of increasing the financial independence of

What initially led to your decision to serve
as the president of the CDA Institute?
I was invited to join the Board of Directors
of the CDA Institute by Gen Paul Manson

What did you hope to accomplish during
your time as president?

the organization. In the broadest sense, I am
pleased I was able to contribute meaningfully
to the overall change management process,
which continues to this day.

(Retired) and Dr. John Scott Cowan shortly

My primary objective in assuming the Presi-

after I retired from the Canadian Armed

dency was to build upon the solid founda-

Forces (CAF) in 2008. I willingly accepted

tion established for me by Dr. Cowan and

the offer, as I felt I had a level of knowl-

his predecessors, and to help the Executive

edge and experience that could benefit the

Director, then Col Alain Pellerin (Retired),

There are many things that come to mind. I

Institute after serving for 40 years in the CAF

his staff and the Board of Directors to work

am very proud of the way the CDA Institute

and being privileged to hold the positions of

successfully through the required transition

has built upon its process of continuous

Chief of the Defence Staff and Chairman of

to a self-sufficient and financially indepen-

improvement over the past few years to

the NATO Military Committee during my

dent organization. I also felt that the Board of

increasingly contribute to the public aware-

final years in uniform. Dr. Cowan (President

Directors, already very distinguished, needed

ness of Security and Defence issues at home

of the CDA Institute at the time) approached

to be broadened into a more “joint” entity,

and abroad, and to provide an independent

me again a year or so later to determine my

with enhanced representation from former

mechanism of voice for the Canadian Armed

willingness to take over his responsibilities

Air Force and Navy members. In addition, I

Forces during such a dynamic period of

when he completed his term in 2012. Again,

felt that I could help the Institute achieve its

operational, procurement and transforma-

I willingly agreed, having always been im-

mandate better through efforts to enhance its

tional activity. In doing so, I firmly believe

pressed by the good work being done by the

visibility, partnerships and sponsorships and

that the Institute has enhanced its level of

Institute and familiar with its achievements

the introduction of streamlined decision-

credibility and influence in the Security and

through participation in several Ottawa

making processes. Finally, I was aware that a

Defence sector and will continue to provide

Conferences before and after retirement,

transition to a new Executive Director would

an increasingly firm basis for the informed

as a member of the Vimy Award Selection

be required during my tenure and would

debate of related issues in the years ahead. I

Committee while I was the CDS, and as a

benefit from my assistance and mentoring.

am also very proud of the contributions that

recipient of the Vimy Award. In addition, I

The new Executive Director, Tony Battista,

the Institute has made to higher education

felt that this would give me an opportunity to

who assumed the position in early 2014, is a

and to the exposure of many of our young

CDA/CDA Institute

What was your proudest achievement as
president?
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Canadians to the Security and Defence

My only regret is that I did not identify the

the organization to the next level. My only

environment through our junior analyst

requirement earlier in my tenure. That being

advice to him would be to continue doing

program and the annual Graduate Student

said, my successor, MGen Daniel Gosselin

what he does best – provide experienced,

Symposium at RMCC Kingston. I am con-

(Retired) fully supports the need for the

reasoned and compassionate leadership – to

stantly impressed by this new generation of

review and has committed to see it through

the CDA Institute and continue to work in

up and coming leaders. Finally, it has been

to its successful conclusion.

lock-step with CDA, its sister organization,

a distinct privilege to chair the Vimy Award
Selection Committee, and to have been given
the opportunity to publicly recognize such a
distinguished and worthy group of recipients
of the Vimy Award during my tenure.

What is your fondest memory?
I have many fond memories of my time as
President of the CDA Institute, including the
privilege of working with such dedicated and

and its highly dedicated Chairman, LGen
Rick Evraire (Retired).
Now that you are no longer president, what
are you going to do with all your free time?

committed members of both the Conference

I have enjoyed my role as President of the

of Defence Associations (CDA) and the CDA

CDA Institute and committed at the outset to

Institute, the Institute’s Board of Directors,

devote whatever time was necessary to carry

There are always many challenges associated

and the Institute’s many friends, support-

out my duties during my tenure. As I also

with an organization so important as the

ers and sponsors. It has been a particular

have corporate responsibilities with ADGA

CDA Institute, with its very small component

pleasure to work alongside LGen Richard

Group (which I compliment for having

of paid staff and analysts, and large depen-

Evraire (Retired), the Chairman of CDA, and

given me all the latitude required to do the

dence - by its very nature - on the voluntary

to oversee and host/co-host many prominent

job), and serve/or have served as a member

contribution of time, energy and intellectual

events including the Institute’s Round-Table

of several other Boards, Councils, etc., the

capacity by its broad base of volunteers,

series, the Vimy Dinner, the Graduate Stu-

role of President has required that I exercise

including its President, Vice President, Board

dent Symposium and the Ottawa Confer-

a continuous process of time management

of Directors and Committee members.

ence.

and prioritization in order to satisfy the best

What was the more challenging
moment(s)?

Although most issues can be dealt with successfully through cooperation, collaboration
and good will, the most challenging dimension of the job was the realization that the
decision-making process, although significantly improved during my tenure through
new and improved committee processes, was
still less than ideal in an organization with
such a broad mandate and enhanced levels
of responsibility and accountability under
the new Not-For-Profit Corporations Act.
This led me to call for a Governance Review,
which will extend beyond my mandate as
President, but it is an absolute requirement.

CDA/CDA Institute

What piece of advice would you give to
your successor?
My successor, MGen Daniel Gosselin (Retired), is a highly capable leader with a wealth
of operational, management and educational
skills. I therefore have complete confidence
in his ability to provide the leadership required to guide the important activities of the
Institute, maintain its process of continuous
improvement, and sustain the level of excel-

interests of all concerned. When my term
as President ends, I expect to be increasingly
involved in corporate activities once again
and will continue to devote some of my spare
time to other volunteer organizations. At the
same time, I will remain a member of the
Board of Directors of the CDA Institute and
will become the Immediate Past-President,
allowing me to continue supporting the
organization and its leadership management
team.

lence for which it is so highly recognized and
acclaimed. I also believe that he is the right
person, coming in at the right time, to take
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SUMMARY – 2015 OTTAWA CONFERENCE ON
SECURITY AND DEFENCE
This summary of the CDA/CDA Institute
2015 Ottawa Conference on Security and
Defence was written by CDA Institute
Analysts Lindsay Coombs, Andres Gallacher,
Melissa Hawco, and Rob Cook. The summaries are derived from the authors’ perceptions
of remarks delivered by speakers, and should
be checked against actual delivery of those
remarks.
On 19 and 20 February 2015, the CDA and
CDA Institute organized the highly successful 2015 Ottawa Conference on Security and
Defence at the Fairmont Chateau Laurier.
This event would not be the same without its
many active and engaged participants, from
Canada, the United States, Australia, France,
the United Kingdom and Germany. It also
proved to be especially timely, with the
Honourable Jason Kenney providing his first
public address in his new role as Minister of
National Defence.
We were also very pleased to have a number of other notables as keynote speakers,
including Minister of Veterans Affairs Erin
O’Toole; Associate Defence Minister Julian
Fantino; US Admirals William Gortney and
Mike Rogers; Michèle Flournoy; UK Lieutenant-General Gordon Messenger; France’s
Vice Chief of Defence Staff, General Gratien
Maire; and Canada’s own VCDS, LieutenantGeneral Guy Thibault. In addition to these,
our 5 panels explored various regions and
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CDA Institute President General Ray Henault (Ret’d) thanking Minister of National Defence Jason Kenney for his
keynote speech at the 2015 Ottawa Conference. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

issues, including Canada’s security and de-

cerest thanks for ensuring that this signature

fence, cyber security, the Middle East, Asia

event does not fall silent in today’s uncertain

Pacific, as well as Russia and Ukraine. The

fiscal climate.

Ottawa Conference also featured the release
of the 2015 Strategic Outlook, authored
by CDA Institute Vice President Ferry de
Kerckhove, who presented the study at the
beginning of Day One.
The CDA/CDA Institute’s Ottawa Conference could not have been accomplished
without the generous support of our many
sponsors, including: Platinum Sponsor
CIGI; Gold Sponsors General Dynamics,
NATO and the Department of National
Defence; and Silver Sponsors ADGA Group,
Boeing Canada, Ernst and Young, Porter,
Rheinmetall, United Technologies, and AUG
Signals. All of our sponsors deserve our sin-

DAY ONE: “A COMPLEX AND DANGEROUS SECURITY ENVIRONMENT”
Keynote – The Honourable Jason Kenney,
Minister of National Defence
Minister of National Defence, Jason Kenney,
began his keynote address by discussing his
defence related lineage, and how his childhood was dappled with stories of war. This
immersion in military culture from an early
age imparted upon Kenney a deep sense of
both the necessity and nobility of the profession of arms.
Lors de son discours, le Ministre Kenney a
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élucidé sa pensée sur

associated with military

les grandes ques-

missions, and the most

tions de la défense du

important requirements

Canada et les questions

for future military success.

de l’heure et celles du

He noted that the conflicts

futur concernant la

that threaten world order

sécurité internationale.

today were impossible or

Ce faisant, il a abordé

difficult to predict a mere

les sujets suivants : le

three years ago, and the

terrorisme, la cyber

defence community is

sécurité, les désastres

constantly battling the un-

naturels, l’espace et

known. Recurring security

l’évolution du rôle des
Forces armées cana-

U.S. Admiral William Gortney, Commander of NORAD and US Northern Command. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

diennes.
Kenney also touched on the topic of the
changing Arctic environment, owing to the
ever-increasing traffic in Canada’s North. As
a result, Canada must more firmly assert its
Arctic presence if it is to safeguard the sovereignty of this territory. Additionally Kenney
noted the unprecedented rise of unconventional attacks in 2014, as well as the growing sophistication of insurgent tactics. The
notion that Canada is not immune to such

Anti-Terror Act (Bill C-51) to detect, deny,
and respond to attacks.

challenges such as China
and Russia, Iran and Iraq,
transnational criminal net-

works, and cyber security are well known,

Furthermore, Minister Kenney noted that as

yet the threats posed by the unknown creates

the globe shrinks, terror threats are en-

a dimension of uncertainty and unpredict-

hanced, making the impact of various terror

ability. The Arab Spring, the Afghani Tali-

movements an international concern, rather

ban, the recent rise of ISIL in Syria, and the

than isolated incidents. He also asserted

confusing actions of Kim Jong-un in North

that the role of Canadian troops is not only

Korea, among others, have transformed the

combatting these asymmetrical threats,

defence and security environment into an

but includes avant-garde functions such as

increasingly complex network of risk. The

countering the Ebola crisis in West Africa.

mounting sophistication and power of online propaganda, especially as demonstrated

threats hits at the heart of Canadians, in

In closing, Kenney declared that Canada

October 2014, following a series of domestic

by ISIL, represents a new dimension to the

today is still the ‘true north strong and free’

terrorist attacks. Home grown terrorism

threat of radicalization and homegrown

and assured that the Canadian military will

has become a reality and Canada should

terrorism.

ensure it will continue to be so.
Le contexte de sécurité est impossible à

respond to this threat appropriately. Echoing
the words of General Henault (Ret’d) during

Keynote – Admiral William Gortney,

prévoir. Toutefois, la situation s’est beau-

a presentation at the Ditchley Foundation

Commander of NORAD & US Northern

coup dégradée depuis les derniers quatorze

Conference, Kenney argued that Canada

Command

ans, et même depuis les trois dernières

must keep up with the changing security environment and, moreover, that this includes
enhancing Canada’s power through the

CDA/CDA Institute

Admiral William Gortney addressed the
challenges of predicting future security
problems, the many different kinds of risks

années. Nous devons donc bien identifier
le ‘risque’ entourant la mission, le ‘risque’
dans son exécution et, à long terme, le
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Le prix de journalisme Ross Munro a été
lancé en 2020 par la Conférence des associations de la défense de concert avec le Canadian Defence and Foreign Affairs Institute.
Il a pour but de reconnaître annuellement
un ou une journaliste canadiens qui a fait
une contribution significative et exceptionnelle à la compréhension par le grand public
de questions qui ont trait à la défense et à la
sécurité du Canada.
These journalists have contributed immensely
to the informed discussion of vital subjects.
This year’s winner of the Ross Munro Media
Award, Louie Palu, will be joining this small
Presentation of the Ross Munro Media Award to Louis Palu. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

‘risque’ qui guette la viabilité de la force

In order to ensure a premiere military force,

militaire à laquelle la mission a été confiée.

it is equally necessary to pay attention to

Et c’est ce troisième ‘risque’ qui est le plus

maintaining the finest possible military

important, compte tenu de l’imprévisibilité

force, one that preserves its quality and

du contexte de sécurité qui fort probable-

avoids becoming hollowed. Even during this

ment fera appel à une force militaire bien

time of budgetary restraint – a circumstance

garnie et robuste.

which is cyclical and will inevitably pass –

It cannot be forgotten that yesterday’s
missions affect those of today, and today’s
missions will undoubtedly affect those of
tomorrow. Accountability for military risks
can only be possessed by the combatant
commanders who direct military action,
which in a Canadian context includes the
Prime Minister, Commander of CJOC, and
the Minister of National Defence. It is the
responsibility of these few individuals to
fully understand, combat, and mitigate the
fluid and compounding nature of defence
and security risks.

CDA/CDA Institute

the armed forces must maintain military
readiness for future crises by attracting
young recruits, preserving competitive
industry and technology, and by continuing
to provide the best possible military training.
The Ross Munro Media Award
Ross Munro was the leading Canadian war
correspondent during World War II and
reported on many key operations, including
D-Day, the raid on Dieppe, and the Italian

handful of elite war correspondents.
Mr. Palu is an exceptional photojournalist
whose work in the field of war photography
has been carried in almost all major Canadian daily news publications and many international news magazines, including cover
photos in Newsweek, TIME, The New Yorker
and The Atlantic. His images and video - shot
during multiple tours over four years - not
only gave the public a visceral understanding of the dangers and sacrifices of ordinary
soldiers, but raised the profile of Canadian
troops among allied nations. Louie Palu has
devoted much of his time to studying the
political and social issues raised during the
five-year Kandahar combat mission, and is a
sought-after expert on how the media covers
modern wars.

Campaign. The legacy of Ross Munro, and

Considering the rise in the targeted murder

of war correspondents at large, has brought

and persecution of journalists, specifically

home to Canadians the reality of war.

citing the attacks of ISIL in 2014, the role of
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war correspondents has heightened sig-

In addition,

nificantly. This role is to put a human face to

he challenged

the statistics of war. Canadian history and

any company

identity is inexplicably linked to photographs;

to serve such a

the magnitude of the images provided to the

diverse group,

Canadian public by Louie Palu cannot be

especially in

understated.

reference to

Keynote – The Honourable Erin O’Toole,
Minister of Veterans Affairs
Minister of Veterans Affairs, Erin O’Toole,
began his speech by recounting his first
meeting with Gordon O’Connor, after winning his by-election, who told him, “you can
give all your fancy speeches but I’m the whip
and you can’t miss a vote.” (The reason for
this, was that there had been a change in the
Minister’s schedule at the Ottawa Conference, owing to a vote in Parliament that he
was required to attend). Minister O’Toole
mentioned that this was a special time for
Veterans Affairs, as it is the first time that
the top three positions were occupied by
veterans. He continued, and noted that he
is encouraged by the increased dialogue on
veteran’s issues and continued efforts to give
hope and inspiration to the injured. In this
vein, he provided three points of interest for

accessibility
for younger
veterans.
En terminant,
le Ministre
O’Toole a
insisté sur
l’importance

Keynote speaker Minister of Veterans Affairs Erin O’Toole. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

accrue que
donne son ministère à la question de la santé
mentale. En guise d’appui à cet énoncé, il
note que 26 cliniques pour traumatismes liés
au stress opérationnel existent, au Canada,
dans le but d’intervenir auprès de ceux qui
souffrent du syndrome du stress posttraumatique. Il ajouta que le personnel du
ministère des Anciens combattants, et toute
personne en mesure de contribuer, ont la responsabilité de voir au bien-être des Anciens
combattants.

pressure in Washington to be more active in
global affairs. Secondly, NATO represents
the anchor for Canada’s defence and security
policy yet is often underfunded and plagued
by conflicted directions. Thirdly, Canada’s
connections with Europe rest on shaky foundations due to conflict and the financial instability with the EU and the Eurozone. The
rise of ISIL in Iraq and Syria demonstrates
the many security challenges still facing the
Middle East. The other major security risks
are set by the two largest empires in Eurasia,
Russia and China. In looking forward, it is

Veteran Affairs and the New Veterans Char-

Panel 1: Canadian Security and Defence -

imperative to shed the self-congratulatory

ter: (1) A veterans focused approach with

Way Ahead

attitude of past accomplishments and focus

includes both veterans and their families.
Serving men or women may be the primary
provider and the New Veterans Charter
recognizes this; (2) Planning the best care
and closing the current gaps to promote a
seamless transition; (3) Striving for service
excellence.
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on present and future action. A poor defence
Dr. James Boutilier opened the discussion by

budget and problematic defence procure-

outlining six significant elements in Canada’s

ment system pose significant challenges to

current defence and security environment.

Canada’s military readiness. He concluded,

Firstly, Canada’s defence and security is in-

Canada can no longer expects to run a five-

evitably linked with that of the United States

star military on a one-star budget.

and is therefore influenced by the growing
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ditions necessary for legitimate governments
and long lasting peace. Diplomacy, in concert with a supporting security force, is key
to this endeavour, which is a hard learned
lesson from Afghanistan. The importance of
appearing impartial and legitimate to all parties involved in the peacekeeping operation
cannot be underestimated. NATO’s selective
political interests sacrifices the appearance
of legitimacy and impartiality, as well as
divides cooperation within the organization
along political lines. The UN’s decentralized
Panel 1: Canadian Security and Defence - Way Ahead. Left-to-right: Dave Perry, Peggy Mason, Stuart Beare, and James
Boutilier. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

Lieutenant-General Stuart Beare (Ret’d)

space, cyber and communications networks

opened his talk with the following ques-

to confront security risks. Currently, Canada

tion: What are the real security challenges

is equipped with many, but not all, of the

for Canada? Instability, unpredictability,

structures, practices, doctrine, and training

changeability, and the threat of the unknown

necessary for mission preparedness. While

pose the most significant challenges for

managing the crises of today, it is essential to

Canada in today’s ever-evolving and increas-

also construct a mindset that anticipates and

ingly complex defence and security environ-

postures for the future.

ment. Accordingly, the crux of Canada’s
military efforts must be mission preparedness to combat unexpected crises and abrupt
triggers. The Canadian Armed Forces
(CAF) mandate to protect the nation and
to contribute to lasting peace and security
abroad has not changed, and therefore the
CAF needs the capacity to produce capable
battalions that can survive and ultimately
win conflicts. Canada must anticipate any
and all future crises and work closely with
international partners to solve or avoid
security threats. Connecting with allies is
integral to this effort and requires a focus
on concurrently preserving and utilizing

CDA/CDA Institute

approach integrates civil authorities for a
unified yet politically diverse and operationally capable force – one focused primarily on
creating and maintaining peace. In comparison, NATO’s centralized and top-heavy
hierarchy undermines its ability to swiftly
and decisively solve conflicts in such a manner that also promotes lasting peace. Canada
needs to re-engage with UN peacekeeping
and back the work being done in Libya and

Lieutenant-General Stuart Beare (Ret’d), Former Commander Joint Operations

Peggy Mason approached

Command Canada. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

these challenges from a
policy standpoint, revolving around Canada’s relationships with NATO and
the UN. Canada has been
steadily disengaging from
the UN. In the past 20
years, the UN has evolved
significantly to manage
complex defence challenges and reorient nations
on a process that sets the
political and security con-
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Panel 2: New Cyber Challenges in the 21st Century. Left-to-right: Scott Tod, Cheri McGuire, and Michael Rogers. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

Syria to find sustainable solutions for lasting

reflective of today’s security environment,

are not confined to any border and there-

peace in these regions.

which includes active military missions

fore, raises the question of whether to use a

abroad in Iraq and Syria. The solution is for

regional or national approach. The opera-

the government to either request less from

tional difficulty lies in the growing gray area

its military or to provide more funding and

between cybercrime and cyber security. The

ensure more efficient spending.

OPP is currently undergoing a cybercrime

David Perry provided a focused analysis on
the fiscal challenges to Canada’s national
security. In today’s security environment,
the presence of the RCMP, DND, and CSIS
are all incredibly valuable, but their expen-

Panel 2: New Cyber Challenges in the 21st

ditures are increasingly subject to scrutiny.

Century

While the defence budget constantly fluctuates, 9/11 marked a major departure from
the defence fiscal situation over the past 14
years, resulting in real increases and real
cuts. In recent years, spending for CSIS has
decreased by 7%, for DND 13%, and for
RCMP 20%. Canada’s top national security
agencies are unable to consistently use all
the resources given to them by the government. This chronic under-spending is not
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OPP Deputy Commissioner Scott Tod, who
brought a unique law enforcement perspective on defence matters, discussed the
capabilities and challenges of the Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP) in tackling cyber
crimes. The cost of policing cyber crimes is
considerably taxing on the OPP, which lacks
some key equipment and must therefore rely
on collaborating with the military and the
RCMP for certain capabilities. Cyber crimes

review to discuss, in part, the confusion over
the role of police in addressing these issues
as well as the development of a forensic capacity to store and analyze relevant data. The
OPP requires better collaboration in leadership and intelligence with other Canadian
agencies and international partners not only
to search and analyze criminal data, but also
to hunt for these cyber criminals.
Cheri McGuire, a lead figure in cyber
security, discussed the position of the private
sector in confronting issues of cyber crimi-
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nality. The private sector is often caught in

Commander of US Cyber Command,

Panel 3: The New World Disorder: Middle

the middle between honouring the privacy

Admiral Michael S. Rogers rounded off the

East and North Africa

of clients and ensuring cyber security.

cyber security panel on the many challenges

Symantec continues to prioritize informa-

posed by new technologies. Cyber security

tion sharing with police services, private

is demonstrative of the poignant paradox

corporations, and governments on matters

wherein every advantage online is simulta-

of relevant concern. As cyber security and

neously a point of vulnerability. It is essential

crime know no borders, the private sector

to cultivate a culture of cyber security that

is increasingly strengthening relationships

guards against cyber threats not only on

with large intergovernmental organizations

computers, but also on tablets, phones, and

and law enforcement agencies to extradite

other internet accessible devices. Cyber

suspected criminals for prosecution. The

Command also experiences the difficulty

rise of cybercrimes reveals an urgent need

of assessing the difference between a war

to modernize the extradition system to

act and a criminal act, as often the two blur

ensure a smoother process with stronger and

together in the cyber realm. Fortunately, Cy-

more uniform penalties. There is a difficult

ber Command has built strong relationships

balance between the important obligations

with both the FBI and DOD. In the future,

owed to users, consumers, and clients, and

more work needs to be done to address

the strong interest to work closely with law

jurisdiction issues and improve the cyber

enforcement. Symantec is deeply involved in

procurement and supply chains.

threat analysis, automated security checks,
and protection against malware.

Dr. Michael Bell began the panel by discussing the rise of ISIL in Syria and Iraq,
and what he sees as its imminent decline.
According to Dr. Bell, the ambitious goal
of creating and maintaining a caliphate
is beyond the capabilities of such a group
due to the complexity of administering a
quasi-state. His prognosis for the region as
a whole was also less than optimistic, citing
supra- and sub-national loyalties that tend
to dominate the region (e.g., sectarian and
tribal), will likely continue to override any
burgeoning sense of Arab nationalism for
the foreseeable future. Lastly, Dr. Bell discussed the difficulties associated with deeply
conservative societies adopting a modern,
Western version of democracy. Concepts
such as social justice, responsible government, gender equality and minority rights

Panel 3: The New World Disorder: Middle East and North Africa. Left-to-right: Anthony Cordesman, Michael Bell, Chris Kilford, and David Petrasek. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)
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go beyond what the dominant segments

East is imperfect, suggest-

of Middle Eastern societies are willing to

ing that the widespread

embrace.

violence seen throughout the

Dr. Chris Kilford then presented a more
humanitarian-based view, focusing on the
implications of the Syrian civil war for Syria
and Turkey. To date, the destruction and
civilian displacement within Syria has been
staggering, while the strongest opposition
to President Bashar al-Assad’s regime has
been comprised of foreign and local Jihads.
As Western nations continue to push for the
removal of Assad, Kilford asserts that more
thought should be given to what a post-civil
war era might look like for Syria and its
neighbours, both internally and in a regional
context. Kilford was skeptical about the abil-

MENA region is a symptom of societal disjoint, and
overarching demographic
issues, rather than rooted in
religion or ideology. In light
of these factors, it was argued
that military intervention
will continue to prove largely
fruitless in an effort to stabilize the Middle East, and that
if and when Western countries do intervene, their goal
should be to support stable
allies, such as Jordan.

ity of Syria’s neighbours, such as Lebanon

DAY TWO: “DEFENCE

and Turkey, to handle increasingly large

POLICY FOR A DANGER-

Associate Minister of National Defence Julian Fantino. (Photo courtesy of

refugee populations, and suggested that, al-

OUS WORLD”

45eNord.)

though it is an unsavory option, a post-civil
war Syria led by Assad may be the country’s
best hope for stability.
Mr. Anthony Cordesman, approached the
problem of violence in the Middle East from
a more statistical angle. He argued that the
way we compartmentalize terrorism and
insurgency when discussing violence in the
Middle East is misleading, as insurgencies
are far more deadly than acts of terrorism. Using ISIL as an example, Cordesman
pointed out that the vast majority of casualties caused by the militants are Muslims in
Islamic countries, such as Syria and Iraq.
As well, he believes that our understanding
of the root causes of violence in the Middle
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Keynote – The Honourable Julian Fantino, Associate Minister of
National Defence

security, including that of our Northern borders. It serves as a forward operating base,
where the Canadian Rangers now number
5,000. The mapping of our Arctic seabed is

Le Ministre-associé de la Défense natio-

crucial to ensuring our Arctic sovereignty. It

nale, Julian Fantino, débuta son discours

is for the mutual interest of all Arctic states

en notant que la Conférence d’Ottawa nous

to ensure the stability of the region for the

permettait de faire la mise au point sur les

increasing volume of tourism, resource

questions de sécurité et de défense. Il nous

development and trade. More people and

rappela que Forces armées canadiennes ont

activity will lead to illegal entry of goods,

de très importantes responsabilités en ce

people and search and rescue operations.

qui a trait à la protection de nos valeurs, nos

Northern operational hubs will increase our

libertés et l’État de droit dont nous jouissons.

capacity to deploy troops during a disaster
response. These developments will boost our

Minister Fantino focused on how Arctic

ability to cooperate in the region and ensure

sovereignty is a critical component to our

that the North remains strong and free.
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The second half of the Minister’s speech

beaucoup changé en

turned to the subject of hostile cyber-attacks

ce 21e siècle. Pour

and cyberterrorism, which present major

preuve, il présenta un

threats due to the 26 million Canadians who

court historique de

use the internet today. Criminal organiza-

l’emploi des Forces

tions are committing fraud, sexual exploita-

armées canadiennes

tion, and hacktivists are stealing important

au cours des dernières

data and trade secrets. Millions of Canadians

quinze années. Il

will fall victim to cybercrime, and mil-

ajouta qu’il était

lions of cyber attempts/probes are made on

difficile de différen-

government computers. Secure government

cier les menaces qui

systems are needed to help ensure the safety

pouvaient guetter

of Canadians online. Communications

le Canada, de celles

Security Establishment Canada has an im-

qui menaçaient

portant role in safeguarding these systems.

l’Amérique du nord

Cyber is also key for military operations and

ou la communauté

Vice Chief of Defence Staff Lieutenant-General Guy Thibault. (Photo courtesy of

needs to be integrated with other domains of

internationale.

45eNord.)

land, air and sea. Arctic and cyber are crucial to the future of Canadians and require
robust defence.

inter-agency partnerships within the governIn elaborating upon increasing domestic

ment, with other domestic security agencies,

and international connectivity, Lieutenant-

and with international partners such as

General Thibault brought specific attention

NATO and the Five Eyes.

Keynote – Lieutenant-General Guy

to the growing importance of the Cyber do-

Thibault, Vice Chief of Defence Staff

main. The CAF must continue to develop its

Due to this shift in the international secu-

policies and practices. Recent developments

rity environment, mission objectives and

across the globe, such as the Ebola outbreak

concepts must be tailored according to a

in Africa, increasing Russian belligerence in

variety of forces, as Canadians will rarely be

Eastern Europe and the continued instability

fighting alone. The current global engage-

in Iraq and Syria, demand that the CAF con-

ment strategy is characterized by joint

tinue to become a more agile, flexible, and

operations and the continuous adaptation

responsive force. In all cases, he stressed that

of forces and force capabilities. Stemming

rapid responses to these and other critical is-

from this was Canada’s defence renewal

sues are not only important from a national

process, citing the nation’s recent ship

security perspective, are also needed to

modernization. It is clear that Canadian

bolster Canadian foreign policy objectives.

capabilities and future purchases must be

Lieutenant-General Guy Thibault provided
conference attendees with an updated overview of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF),
its current challenges, and several ways in
which it is modernizing and adapting to the
ever-changing global security environment.
He promptly stated that instead of titling
the theme of day two of the conference as
“Defence Policy for a Dangerous World,”
it should have been called “Defence Policy
because it is a Dangerous World.”

As the CAF continues to evolve as an orgaIn insista sur le fait que, au Canada, les

nization, LGen Thibault also spoke to the

questions stratégiques et de sécurité ont

importance of expanding and strengthening

CDA/CDA Institute

tailored to react to both current and future
threats.
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Keynote – General Gratien Maire, French

with a reduc-

Vice Chief of Defence Staff

tion of 34,000

According to General Gratien Maire, the
Vice Chief of Defence Staff for France, the
French army is currently deployed in 24
operations, 3 of which are combat operations overseas, with another 10,000 troops
deployed domestically to protect citizens
against terror attacks. He questioned whether the world is truly more dangerous today
than in the past, as the number of victims
in the 21st century has been significantly
less than the two World Wars. He admitted,
however, that we feel as though the world is
more dangerous due to increased interconnectivity, especially through media.
In insista sur l’importance de formuler une
politique de défense sur une analyse en
profondeur, sur une vision à long terme et
sur une politique de sécurité réaliste, et non
sur des sondages populaires. Les pratiques
anciennes sont à être révisées, et il est de plus
en plus certain que les forces conventionnelles ne sont qu’un élément de solution
aux problèmes actuels de sécurité et de
défense. Les forces armées de la France sont
à s’adapter au changements imposés par le
Livre blanc de 2013.
The foreseeable challenges for the French
military are to maintain sufficient operational engagement at a high level; to do so in
demanding circumstances; and to deal with
heavy budgetary constraints. In consideration of this, transitions are currently underway. The format of the forces will be altered
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personnel
between 20142019, in order
to maintain
capacity and
modernize
equipment.
An overhaul
of maintenance services
will also take
place over several decades
to ensure that
the military

General Gratien Maire, French Vice Chief of Defence Staff. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

has the correct
equipment for training and operations.
France faces conflict both outside and within
its borders; however, its immediate enemy
is considered to be the international Jihadist
terrorist movement, which is looking to
attract foreign fighters amongst the French
population. The defence of French territory is a priority. However, as previously
mentioned, troops are also involved in key
missions abroad, such as combatting terrorism in North Africa (specifically Nigeria
and Libya), aiding in the Ebola crisis, and
addressing security concerns in the Middle
East. Specifically, France is working with
Canada, Great Britain, the United States,
and others in Iraq in support of coalition

forces. France is also currently conducting
surveillance flights in Poland and will be
deploying troops in April, in response to
Russia’s aggressive stance in Ukraine.
General Maire spoke to the risk of overextension and the challenge of sustaining a
capable army. Going forward, the task for
all coalition countries will be to maintain a
format and capacity that will enable forces to
face future challenges; to reconcile interests
to better share the burden, whether economic or military; and to collectively face
new types of conflicts. He concluded that to
prevail in war is not sufficient, we must also
be able to prevail in peace, and only a global
approach will allow us to do so.

airstrikes, and will continue to be active in
training and advising Kurdish and Iraqi
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Keynote – Lieutenant
General Gordon Messenger,
United Kingdom Deputy
Chief of Defence Staff
Lieutenant-General Gordon
Messenger, the UK Deputy
Chief of the Defence Staff
(Operations), stressed the
commonality and novelty
of the security and defence
challenges facing Canada and
Great Britain. In discussing the way forward for the
British Army, and the rest of
the UK’s security and defence

Lieutenant General Gordon Messenger, UK Deputy Chief of Defence Staff. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

establishment, he focused on

the British Army’s legacy in Afghanistan and

dience was presented with what Messenger

the need for a flexible mindset, interagency

international crises, such as Ebola, to round

termed the “Five A’s”, which were: (1) Aware-

cooperation, and the importance of alliance

out the picture of the tasks that the British

ness, both global and domestic, of future

systems, such as NATO, for successfully

Army has been called upon to deal with.

areas of engagement, through intelligence

navigating the modern security environment.

In light of these diverse and complex challenges, Lieutenant-General Messenger out-

On the topic of countering the Islamic State,

lined four key themes to be aware of: (1) The

Lieutenant-General Messenger explored the

growing interaction between international

importance of domestic efforts to prevent

action and domestic responses to those

radicalization within the UK, including

actions; (2) Avoiding over-simplification

presenting a counter-narrative to ISIL

in assessing new security challenges; (3)

propaganda in order to provide legitimacy

Maintaining the proper balance between the

for measures taken to counter ISIL both do-

scale of a nation’s armed forces (e.g. mili-

mestically and internationally. To complicate

tary hardware and troop numbers) and the

matters, the resurgence of a more bellicose

incorporation of new technology; and (4)

Russia has completely changed the Euro-

Moving beyond simplistic dichotomies such

pean security environment, renewing the

as civilian/military, war/peace, etc., as these

emphasis on maintaining more conventional

once opposing ideas are becoming increas-

capabilities, while strengthening deterrence

ingly interconnected.

capabilities of alliances such as NATO. Lieutenant-General Messenger also touched on
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To address these overarching themes, the au-

sharing; (2) Agility, encompassing strategic, cultural, and capability concerns; (3)
Alchemy, referring to the need to get more
out of less as costs continue to rise, and new
technology allows for increased flexibility;
(4) Alliances, in particular NATO, with Article 5 as a key factor for deterring hostile actors, and the Alliance as a whole as an ideal
means of generating scale and retaining lessons learned; and (5) Ambition, particularly
in dealing with the West’s fear of the phrase
“boots on the ground,” understanding where
the military fits into an overarching national
security strategy, and accepting the military
as a form of deterrence.
En admettant que la liste n’était pas complète, le général Messenger offrit à l’auditoire
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cinq façons selon lesquelles au Royaume-

India are two notable cases of the increasing

Commodore Eric Lerhe (Ret’d) offered six

Uni, au Canada et aux États-Unis, des

importance of this region in both economic,

reasons for Canada to be more engaged

solutions innovatrices aux problèmes de

and security and defence terms. Owner-

in the evolving situation in the Asia-

plus en plus complexes de sécurité et de

ship claims for waters such as the South

Pacific. First, it represents an important

défense pourraient être trouvées, tout en

China Sea and the Indian Ocean suggests

economic opportunity with 80 percent of

leur assurant l’intégration des nouvelles

contention over territory and power in the

the world’s slow growth economies resid-

technologies et la complicité des institutions

Asia-Pacific. The Polynesian archipelago

ing in the region. Second, the Asia-Pacific

d’enseignement et de formation.

represents an extremely populous, largely

has been named one of the top three most

Muslim, group of societies with fairly suc-

likely regions to break into conflict. Thirdly,

cessful democracies and growing prosperity

Canadian allies in the region, specifically

in terms of GDP per capita. Australia, as a

South Korea and Japan, will expect Canada

major power in the region, has many strong

to be involved in conflict resolution if and

connections with Asia-Pacific countries,

when conflict occurs in the Asia-Pacific.

particularly owing to the influx of refugees

According to historical records, Canada has

following conflicts. Currently, there is a mas-

often underperformed in this area, mak-

sive effort in the region to modernize mili-

ing it absolutely imperative for Canada to

tary capabilities with a particular focus on

engage now. Fourth, current alliances in the

submarines. By 2030, it is estimated that half

region need to be reformed and a security

of the world’s subs, minus the large Ameri-

commitment renewed, especially consider-

can and Australian fleets, will be owned by

ing the current lack of effective multilateral

Asia-Pacific countries.

organizations. Fifth, Canada holds an obliga-

Panel 4: The Asia-Pacific Focus: Maritime
Power, National Policy & Where the Twain
Met
Rear-Admiral Rowan Moffitt (Ret’d) of the
Royal Australian Navy began by suggesting
the strategic significance of the Asia-Pacific,
due to the huge trade line that extends
from the South Asian islands up along the
coastline of the Asian continent and towards
North America across the Pacific Ocean.
The rise of China and growing power of

Panel 4: The Asia-Pacific Focus. Left-to-right: Rowan Moffitt, Eric Lerhe, Jonathan Odom, David Collins, and Richard Evraire. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)
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The audience at the CDA/CDA Institute 2015 Ottawa Conference on Security and Defence. (Photo courtesy of 45eNord.)

tion as a middle power to be involved in

tive responses to commonly shared regional

the former Ambassador to Germany. He

upholding rule-based international order

challenges. The upholding of rules-based

notes that Syria has shown that the West was

and the rule of law. Finally, the growth of

international order by large, medium, and

not able to act on the UN Security Council

industry, particularly in shipbuilding, will

small powers is of massive importance to

Resolution on Syria, and that there was in

call for more Canadian involvement in the

smooth cooperation in the Asia-Pacific. By

fact no red line. The fallout of this conflict

Asia-Pacific.

creating a network of communication and

has been used to suggest that Europe’s secu-

collaboration, countries involved in the

rity is more fragile now and does not have

Asia-Pacific can significantly shrink exploit-

the reflex to think about the West. In regards

able gaps in defence and security policy.

to security, Europeans are more concerned

The final panelist Commander Jonathan
Odom, Judge Advocate General of the U.S.
Navy, discussed the three important objectives involved in the new national security

Panel 5: European Security and the Rus-

strategy for the Asia-Pacific. Firstly, it is

sian “Near Abroad”

essential to enhance regional security strategies by maintaining and strengthening relationship with allies, treaties, and partners. In
particular, China requires a more attentive
and constructive relationship on defence and
security matters in the region. Secondly, the
new national security strategy is focused on
addressing and ensuring access to shared
spaces, such as cyber, air, and ocean. The
freedom to travel and navigate shared waters
can be a point of contention but clear communication is most often able to prevent or
resolve conflicts. Lasly, countries involved in
the Asia-Pacific region must forge collec-
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The first panelist to speak was Mr. Jeremy
Kinsman, former Ambassador to Russia.
He noted the dichotomy over whether it
is “Russia’s Putin” or “Putin’s Russia” and
how Putin has delivered in successive jobs,
smashed real terrorism in 2007, restored the
economy and stood up to the United States.
Putin is reconnecting Russia to its historic
Orthodox identity. He observed that Putin
will not challenge Article 5 of NATO but will
challenge rule-based international order and
the United States.
The second panelist, Mr. Paul Dubois, was

about construction of their own institutions
which have been under threat in the postrecessionary period, with the rise of populist
parties on the extreme right and left. Mr.
Dubois concluded that complex challenges
will only be solved if Europeans engage in a
radical departure from past policies.
The final analysis concluded that Putin still
respects international law, considering that
he lied about the “little green men” that
have been operating in Crimea and Ukraine
knowing his actions would have violated
treaties. This creates a dangerous precedent
in international law, especially since Putin’s
actions are evoking nostalgic sentiments of
Russia’s place in the world.
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FROM THE BLOG
Hainan Island and China’s South Sea Fleet

143 people including 134 innocent children,

Israel & The Sunni Arab States: A de facto

By David McDonough

Pakistan remains far from realizing the

Alliance?

extent of radicalization in its society, which

By Andre Gallacher

Recent reports talk about China’s possible
establishment of a ‘fourth’ naval fleet with
jurisdiction over the Indian Ocean region
(IOR), joining the existing North Sea Fleet,
East Sea Fleet, and South Sea Fleet. This
mysterious fourth fleet will supposedly be
based on Hainan Island—even though the
island falls under the jurisdiction of the
South Sea Fleet and is some distance away
from the IOR. For that reason, many see a
prospective Chinese fleet covering the IOR
to be either entirely speculative or, at best, a
hollow force existing in name only. (Originally published with Australian Strategic
Policy Institute’s The Strategist.)
READ IT HERE

continues to foster terrorism and take the
country towards its slow death.
READ IT HERE
The state of Obama’s Pacific pivot
By David McDonough
Attention has recently (and rightly) been
focused on security challenges in Europe
and the Middle East. Russia’s “hybrid warfare” in Ukraine has raised the spectre of a
strategic rivalry with the former superpower.
Meanwhile, the rise of the so-called Islamic
State on large swaths of Syria and Iraq has
triggered not only another U.S.-led military
intervention, but also what amounts to a
renewed “global war on terrorism” — even

Jihadistan: Pakistan’s Path towards Ex-

if such terminology remains anathema to

tremism and Extermination

those currently in the White House. Both

By Adnan Qaiser

a revanchist Russia and the Islamic State

At the Chicago Summit in May 2012,
President Obama stated that the “United
States did not want Pakistan to be consumed
by its own extremism”. These words echoed
the worries of his former National Security
Advisor, General James Jones (Ret’d) who
had noted in December 2011, that “Pakistan
is hell-bent on self-destruction”. Despite
Pakistan momentarily shaken into the reality
of its internal terrorism following a heart-

cannot be dismissed as anything other than
a serious challenge to the West. Indeed, the
Obama administration has rightly devoted
increasing attention to both problems. Yet
what do these developments really mean to
Obama’s Pacific “pivot” or “rebalance,” in-

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of
Israel recently spoke to the US congress
against the wishes of the US administration.
While the act has been deemed provocative, it would seem that the Prime Minister
may have made allies in unlikely places.
The deadline for nuclear talks with Iran has
fomented anxiety with Arab states in the
region, particularly with Saudi Arabia, Egypt
and the United Arab Emirates. There is great
concern over the prospects of Iran further
enriching uranium and the implications
that would have for countries in the region.
Critics of the speech noted that it had the
potential to weaken the strategic alliance
between the US and Israel as well as risk
making the alliance a partisan issue. This
was articulated by National Security Advisor
Susan Rice, who stated that the speech to
Congress was “destructive”. This reaction
may have been overplayed and may not have
properly addressed the context in which
Israel was operating on.
READ IT HERE

troduced with much fanfare during his first
term? (Originally published with Canadian
International Council’s OpenCanada.org.)
READ IT HERE

rending terrorist attack at an army school in
Peshawar on 16 December 2014 which killed
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SPOTLIGHT – LESSONS FROM CANADA’S
PACIFIC ENGAGEMENT
Research Manager and Senior Editor David
McDonough recently published an article in
The Embassy exploring Canada’s military engagement in the Asia-Pacific. We are pleased
to present it here in its entirety.
In the last few years, Canada has displayed
interest in militarily re-engaging in the
Pacific.
The Canadian military deployed a sizable
contingent to the 2012 RIMPAC exercise,
then defence minister Peter MacKay attended the 2013 Shangri-La Dialogue with great
fanfare, and his successor Rob Nicholson
signed an Asia-Pacific Defense Policy Coop-

HMCS Victoria moored at the US Naval Base Kitsap-Bangor. (Photo courtesy of Lt. Ed Early via Wikimedia Commons.)

eration Framework with his US counterpart

RCN fleet posture continues to favour the

new flashpoints that have stalled Canada’s

later that same year. Ottawa even secured a

Atlantic, and no invitation to join either the

re-engagement. Nor is it from pressure from

military access arrangement with Singapore

East Asia Summit or ADMM+ are on the

our NATO allies worried about Canada’s

and a cross-servicing agreement with Japan.

horizon. Clearly, regional concerns over

trans-Atlantic commitment, though such

Canada’s long-term staying power were

concerns cannot be discounted. Even with-

correct.

out them, it was doubtful whether Canada

Observers began advocating a modest shift
in naval assets from Halifax to Esquimalt.
Such a Pacific-centric fleet posture would

In some respects, Canada’s inattention is

help to ensure the Royal Canadian Navy has

due to the emergence of other concerns.

sufficient deployable vessels in the Pacific,

Russia’s aggression in Ukraine has placed the

reassure skeptical countries that Canada’s

spotlight on Europe, resulting in the deploy-

renewed focus was not temporary, and

ment of Canadian ground troops to Eastern

potentially give Canada access to high-

Europe under NATO’s Operation Assurance.

level security forums, such as the East Asia

Canada has also found itself joining the anti-

Summit and the ASEAN Defence Ministers

ISIS coalition led by the United States, where

Meeting Plus.

it has participated in air strikes and placed
military advisers to help train local allies and

Such a vision proved short-lived, however.

direct air strikes.

Canada’s military presence in the 2014
RIMPAC exercise was noticeably small. The
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Yet it is not simply the emergence of these

could have sustained its Pacific reorientation.
Navy challenges
The reason comes down to challenges facing
Canada’s navy. For one, the RCN will be
retiring its two replenishment ships, which
will eliminate its at-sea replenishment
capability and sharply curtail the operational
sustainability of its surface fleet. Due to
Canada’s expansive coastline, the RCN will
be hard-pressed just to maintain a continual
presence in its offshore waters, to say noth-
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ing about travers-

sea replenishment

ing the enormous

capability, limited

distances of the

command/air de-

Pacific theatre.

fence capabilities,
and a greatly re-

In effect, it means

duced number of

the temporary end

warships. Canada’s

of the RCN role as

ability to deploy

a self-deploying

a self-contained,

blue-water surface

self-sustaining

navy until the ar-

naval task group

rival of the Queen-

would be at an

ston-class Joint

effective end.

Supply Ship (JSS),

Instead, it would

expected by 2019.
Talk is currently
underway on a

likely need to rely
Ships from 22 nations during the 2014 Rim of the Pacific multinational military exercises. (Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class

erosity of others for

Shannon Renfroe/US Navy)

temporary stop-gap
measure, such as a leased commercial tanker
or an arrangement with an allied navy.
The RCN will also be retiring two of its
remaining three destroyers. As a result,
Canada has only one dedicated command
ship with an area air defence capability,
sharply reducing its ability to take command of a naval task group or protect such
a flotilla from air attacks. The remaining
Iroquois-class ship HMCS Athabaskan is
also home-ported in Halifax, meaning that
the West Coast fleet has little ability to play a
significant role in the Pacific, even if it could
succeed in sustaining a regional presence in
that theatre.
Fortunately, the RCN will at least benefit
from the modernization/life extension of
its Halifax-class frigates. Four frigates have
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on either the gen-

already been given a command and control

both logistics and air

upgrade, thereby minimizing the impact of

defence, or settle for plugging in individual

the loss of these two destroyers (and likely

ships among its allied fleets.

retirement of HMCS Athabaskan in the not
too distant future).

Continuing ship building delays means that
Canada’s navy will have to simply make do

Yet even this upgrade does not offer an

with less. The JSS is expected to enter service

area air defence capability, which raises the

by 2019, while work on 15 Canadian Surface

question as to the utility of a command

Combatants should begin by 2020. Yet many

vessel unable to protect its own naval task

consider these dates overly optimistic, given

group, especially in a high-threat theatre

past delays with the JSS and uncertainty on

like the Pacific. With five frigates undergo-

whether work on the Arctic Offshore Patrol

ing upgrades, it has also sharply reduced the

Ships will be completed in time to begin

number of ships available until 2018. Short-

production of the CSC.

falls in ships will disproportionally impact
the Pacific fleet, not least due to the fewer
vessels home-ported on the West Coast in
the first place.

Nor can one simple address such deficiencies
by rebalancing the existing fleet to favour
the Pacific, not with the reduced size of the
deployable fleet. One or two additional ships

As a result, the RCN has found itself severely

to Esquimalt would do little to reverse the

constrained in the near future, with no at-

reduction in the size of today’s Pacific fleet,
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especially with two West Coast frigates in

warships. Procurement of both can no

policy priorities will continue to shift on

dry-dock being upgraded. It would also pose

longer be delayed.

short notice, to the detriment to the coun-

particular problems for a Halifax-based fleet
equally stretched in terms of ship availability.
Subs to the rescue?
It might be better to address some of these
challenges by relying on the RCN undersea
fleet of submarines. Three of four submarines are finally operational, two of which
are operating out of Esquimalt. Aside from
their stealth and maneuverability, these
vessels also enjoy greater endurance and
operational sustainability than surface ships,
so the Pacific fleet will likely be increasingly

One should hope that the key lesson from
all this is a renewed need to ensure Canada’s
navy has the ships and capabilities it needs,
not just in the Pacific and internationally but
domestically as well. This is particularly true
with the planned acquisition of only two JSS,
which if one ship is disabled would leave the
fleet on that coast without any logistical support. Ideally, Canada would do well to either
procure a third JSS, or at least turn one of its
prospective stop-gap measures into something longer-term.

reliant on these vessels for its blue water

There also needs to be greater recognition

operations.

on the role of submarines, which owing to

Importantly, submarines are also seen as a
highly valued platform in the Asia-Pacific
region, where many countries are investing
heavily in such vessels. Canada can therefore
continue to bring a highly valued asset –
one that is an ideal anti-submarine warfare
platform capable of taking part in exercises
with key allies (US, Australia, and Japan),
while also offering a formidable sea denial
capability against surface ships with its Mark
48 torpedo. HMCS Victoria has already
demonstrated a capacity to fire this heavy
torpedo, and additional upgrade kits have
since been purchased.
To be sure, Canada’s reliance on the much
maligned Victoria-class submarines is also
far from ideal. Simply put, it does not really
compensate for the absence of replenishment ships or sufficient number of surface
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their long operational absence has made
them all too easy to dismiss. Their operational readiness and likely greater reliance
for blue water operations will place a much
needed (and hopefully positive) spotlight on
these vessels. We need to start planning for
their replacement as well. If the RCN’s recent
distress has taught us anything, it is the need

try’s interests and our perceived reliability as
an ally and partner.
Proper attention must be paid to the means
by which Canada can realize such priorities. Such a basic element of strategy is often
missing here, evidenced by the “capability-commitment” gap that has long plagued
the Canadian military. For a Pacific focus,
Canada needs to ensure that its navy has
sufficient resources to play a commensurate
role in that heavily maritime theatre. To do
otherwise would either put at risk such a
strategic orientation or magnify the capability-commitment gap by forcing the military
to do more with less – either outcome is
simply not good enough. More should be
expected from our elected leaders and strategic planners.
The views expressed here are those of the
author and do not necessarily represent the
views of the CDA Institute.

to ensure fleet replacement on a timely matter to ensure no capability gap emerges.
A final lesson is more strategic, concerning
as it does Canada’s general strategic orientation. Simply put, Canada needs to show a
greater capacity for sustained attention to
theatres and issues of priority, which might
entail flexibility to deal with exogenous
shocks, new developments, and domestic
political imperatives but would not be totally
subject to them. Otherwise, Canada’s foreign
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IN THE MEDIA
Executive Director Tony Battista comment-

Board member George Petrolekas authored

Canadian involvement in the travel of three

ed on the relationship between Canadians

two Globe and Mail articles calling for a

British youths to Syria.

and Kurds following the tragic death of Sgt.

more serious Canadian debate on the ISIL

Andrew Doiron and the importance of hav-

mission extension and questioning the

ing sufficient DND staff and resources for

Kurdish narrative of the events that led to

combatting homegrown terrorism. He also

Sgt. Andrew Doiron’s death. He was also

discussed the extension and expansion of

quoted for his commentary on the needs of

Canada’s Iraq mission in the Globe and Mail,

the US-led coalition to make more signifi-

on CTV News and 630 CHED Radio.

cant gains against ISIL and on the current

Executive Vice-President Ferry de Kerckhove

state of Canadian-Kurdish relations.

contributed to the Israeli discussion following

Roland Paris, member of the CDA Insti-

Netanyahu’s electoral victory and commented

tute’s Board, wrote an open letter to the next

on the friendly fire casualty in Iraq. Kerck-

post-election government with advice on

hove also authored an article for LaPress

foreign policy priorities for Asia and the

about the legitimacy of use of force against

US, energy and environment, and Canada’s

ISIL according to Pope Francis. Additionally,

approach to fragile states. Paris has also

he was quoted about the recent terrorist at-

been quoted about the moral complexity of

tack in Tunisia that resulted in 19 deaths.

Canada’s Iraq mission and the possibility of

CDA Institute Board Member BrigadierGeneral Don Macnamara (Ret’d) speaks
on the expansion of the Canadian military
mission against ISIS.
Since joining the Institute, David McDonough has authored an article for the
CIC’s OpenCanada on Obama’s Pacific pivot
as the volatile crises in Ukraine and Iraq
and Syria continue. The Embassy published
his discussion on the Canada’s inadequate
focus on the Pacific region and the important role of submarines. McDonough also
commented on China’s military capabilities
and the significance of its new Hainan naval
complex for ASPI’s The Strategist.

EVENTS
The CDA Institute held a successful

would like to thank Lockheed Martin

The 25th anniversary of the Vimy Award

Roundtable with Chief of Military Person-

Canada for its generous sponsorship of this

will be held at a gala dinner on 6 November

nel Lieutenant-General David Millar on 19

event under the 2015 Roundtable Discus-

2015 at the Canadian War Museum. Please

March 2015. A summary of this event will

sion Series.

save the date and contact Denise Lemay

be posted on our website shortly.

The 48th Highlanders of Canada are hold-

at denise.lemay@cdainsitute.ca to reserve
your seat/table!

We are pleased to present our next Round-

ing a cermonial service in Toronto on 24

table with Dr. Daniel Nussbaum and

April 2015 at 7:30pm to commemorate the

The CDA Institute could not host Confer-

David Perry on “How Cost Estimating

100th Anniversary of Canada’s first major

ences, Symposiums, and Roundtables without

can Improve the Defence Procurement

engagement of the Great War: 2nd Ypres

the generosity of its numerous sponsors and

Process,” which will take place on 15 April

April 1915. Click here for further informa-

donors. We are seeking sponsorship for our

2015. Seats are limited. Click here to regis-

tion.

2015-2016 activities. Further information can

ter for this event today. The CDA Institute
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be found on our website.
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MEDIA ROUND-UP
Russia denies military jets approached

Still No New Defence Strategy (Ottawa

Why the Majority of Canadians Support

Canadian frigate near Ukraine (Globe and

Citizen): Defence Minister Kenney cannot

the Mission in Iraq (National Post): A

Mail): While on a training exercise near

give a precise timeline for the release of a

majority of Canadians, including 66 percent

Ukraine, the Canadian frigate HMCS Toron-

new defence strategy despite the fact that the

in Quebec and 89 percent in Alberta, sup-

to reported three Russian military aircraft

original strategy was declared unaffordable

port Canada’s military mission in Iraq. This

flying low overhead and risking increased

four years ago and defence procurement

fact is due to the mission’s moral imperative,

tension.

continues to stall.

the role of Canada’s key allies (US, UK, and

On Target: The Procurement of Canadian

David Mulroney warns Canada should

Artillery (NATO Council of Canada):

apply Afghanistan’s lessons to Iraq (CBC):

Yes, with conditions, to Iraq (National

Recently, there has been a strong focus on

A leader in the Afghanistan Task Force, Mul-

Post): Canada is right to renewal the mis-

the many problems of Canadian defence

roney stresses the need to review the lessons

sion to Iraq and to expand air operations to

procurement in the media, but there have

learned from ten years in Afghanistan. The

Syria. But it needs to avoid an open-ended

also been several significant success stories

first step should be clarifying Canadian objec-

mission, and instead clarify the conditions

for Canadian artillery.

tives for the mission against ISIL in Iraq.

for its continued involvement in coalition

Moore announces $75M in drone tech

Privacy, security and terrorism: Every-

funding (iPolitics): $75 million of fund-

thing you need to know about Bill C-51

ing will be allocated to the Canadian tech

(Globe and Mail): The new bill proposed

firm L3-WESCAM for the development of

by the Conservatives is a response to recent

surveillance and targeting drones, according

terrorist attacks in Canada and aims to

to Industry Minister James Moore.

increase CSIS powers, criminalize terrorism

Jason Kenney cautious about Iran’s role in
fighting Islamic State (Macleans): As gains

France), and the low risk of casualties.

operations.
ISIS mission has support of Canadians,
polls suggest (CBC): Three recent polls
suggest support for the mission is high

promotion, and enable the RCMP to make

across Canada, ranging from 54 percent in
an Angus Research poll to 60 percent in a
EKOS Research poll to a high of 74 percent

preventative arrests.

according to an Ipsos Reid survey.

are made against ISIL in Iraq, Kenney notes

Mohamed Fahmy retrial finally hears from

the possibility of future tensions with the

key witnesses (CBC): The court trial for

Iran-led Shia militias fighting against ISIL

Canadian Al-Jazeera journalist Mohamed

and the local Iraqi population. He reiterates

Fahmy finally hears from the prosecution’s

the importance for Canada to avoid involve-

key witnesses after numerous trials since

ment in a Shia-Sunni conflict in Iraq.

being detained in 2013.
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